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a b s t r a c t
We adapted Word-based Tagged Code (WBTC) to obtain its dynamic version. The aim of
designing a dynamic version ofWBTC is to adapt it for real-time transmission. The problem
in the semi-static technique is to perform two passes over the source text, and therefore
encoding cannot start before the whole first pass has been completed. For this reason, the
semi-static technique is not applied to compress text streams. However, the adaptive or
dynamic model does not have this limitation. The dynamicWBTC can be used for real-time
transmission where the semi-static version is not suited at all. The experimental results
show that the Dynamic WBTC is suitable for compressing text streams by utilizing low
bandwidth.
© 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Transmission of compressed data is usually composed of two processes: the sender process and the receiver process.
The task of the sender process is to first compress the data and then transmit it through the communication network.
Conversely, the receiver process receives the compressed data and decompresses it. This abstracts not only from writing
a compressed file to the disk so as to load and decompress it later but also from communication over a network. In some
scenarios, especially the former, compression and transmission usually complete before reception and decompression start.
There are certain real-time transmission applications where the sender and receiver processes should take place concur-
rently. That is, the transmission of the compressed data should be started by the sender without preprocessing the whole
text, and simultaneously the reception and decompression of the text should be started by the receiver as the compressed
data arrives. Real-time transmission is generally usedwhen communicating over a network. This kind of compression can be
applied to interactive services such as talk/chat protocols or remote login where short messages are exchanged during the
whole communication time. The compression can also be relevant to the transmission ofWeb pages, so that the exchange of
(relatively small) pages between a server and a client enables adaptive compression by installing a browser plug-in to han-
dle decompression. Thismight be also interesting for wireless communicationwith hand-held deviceswith little bandwidth
and processing power.
Real-time transmission is usually carried outwith the so-called dynamic or adaptive compression techniques [1–4]. These
techniques perform a single pass over the text (also called one-pass) and begin compression and transmission as they read
the data. The most widely used adaptive compression techniques belong to the Ziv–Lempel family [1,5–14].
But when these techniques are applied to natural language texts, the compression ratios achieved are not that good
(around 40%). Some other adaptive techniques are arithmetic coding [15–18], but they have poor compression and decom-
pression speed.
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Statistical two-pass techniques [19,20], on the other hand, use a semi-static model. A first pass over the text gathers
statistical information,which is used to compress the text in a second pass. Themodel is transmitted prior to the compressed
data, so that the receiver can use it for decompression. Classic Huffman code [21] is a well-known two-pass method. Its
compression ratio is rather poor for natural language texts (around 60%).
Two-pass codes, unfortunately, are not suitable for real-time transmission. Hence, developing an adaptive compression
technique with good compression ratios for natural language texts is a relevant problem. In [22,23] a dynamic Huffman
compression method was presented. This method was later improved in [24,25]. In this case, the model is not previously
computed nor transmitted, but rather computed and updated on the way both by the sender and the receiver.
However, the above methods are character oriented — rather than word-oriented, and thus their compression ratios on
natural language texts are poor. Extending those algorithms to build a dynamic word-based tagged method and evaluat-
ing its compression efficiency and processing cost is the contribution of this paper. We show that the compression ratios
achieved are in most cases just 0.05% over those of the semi-static version. The algorithm is also rather efficient: it com-
presses 5 Mbytes/s in our machine. On the other hand, it is rather complex to implement.
Recently, a new word-based method called Word-based Tagged Code (WBTC) was presented in [26]. WBTC is not at
all based on Huffman codes. It is simpler and faster to build than the Huffman codes. For IR purposes, WBTC is especially
interesting because it permits direct text searching, much as the Tagged Huffman variants, developed in [27]. However,
WBTC compresses better than those fast searchable Huffman variants.
We also present empirical results comparing our dynamic word-based code against two compression techniques such as
MLZW [26] andWBTC [28]. These results show that our technique provides a well balanced trade-off between compression
ratio and speed.
2. Word-based semi-static codes
The idea of Huffman coding [21] is to compress the text by assigning shorter codes to more frequent symbols. Huffman
algorithm obtains an optimal (shortest total length) prefix code for a given text.
The two word-based Huffman byte oriented variants that are proposed in [27] obtain compression ratios on natural
language texts close to 30% by coding with bytes instead of bits.
2.1. Word-based Tagged Code
The Tagged Sub-optimal code (TSC) proposed by [29] is a character-oriented technique and the textmanipulation is done
on characters rather than words. The code generated by this technique always ends with either 01 or 10.
This implies that the bit combination 01 or 10 act as a flag to indicate the end of code. As words are the atoms of
information retrieval systems [19], the word-based version of TSC is developed in [28]. The properties of the Word-based
Tagged Code are as follows.
• It is a prefix code.
• It enables partial decompression of arbitrary portions of the text by using the flag bits 01 or 10 in a bit stream that
compose a codeword.
• It permits searching directly on the compressed text.
The coding procedure of Word-based Tagged Code is straight forward. First, the source text is parsed and all the statistics
of vocabulary in the text are gathered. The vocabulary is sorted with the decreasing frequency. The sorting routine takes
O(NlgN) for N vocabulary words. The assignment of code is obtained with the following procedure illustrated in Table 1.
Here each codeword will be generated with the help of 2 bit patterns (00, 11, 01, 10).
1. For the first twowords (rank: 0–20) of the vocabulary, codes assigned are 01 and 10 and these codes are assigned to level
l. Here l = 1.
2. Next 22 words at position 21+ 0 to 22+ 20 are encoded using four bits, by first assigning 00 as the prefix to all the codes
and then assigning 11 as the prefix to all the codes of the previous level. These words belong to level l = 2.
3. Next 2l words of level l at positions 2l−1 + (2l−2 + · · · + 0) to 2l + (2l−1 + · · · + 20) are encoded using 2 × l bits, by
assigning 00 as prefix to all the codes generated at level l−1 and then assigning 11 as prefix to all the codes at level l−1.
1. The above procedure is repeated until all the N words are encoded as shown in Table 1.
In Table 1, column one gives the range of words lying at level l. Column two shows the rank of words ordered by the
decreasing frequency, code assignment is given in column three. Column four illustrates the number of bits required for
each ordered word. Column five gives the number of words that lie at level l. Column six belongs to level l. At last, column
seven shows the probability of each ordered word. This coding is very simple: it is only necessary to order the vocabulary
words by frequency and then assign the codes according to steps 1–4. Even we do not need to physically store the results of
these computations. Another feature of this coding is that the code depends upon the rank of the words, rather than their
actual frequency. Hence, we do not need to store the frequencies in the compressed file nor the codewords. This makes the
vocabulary very small as compared to the case of the Huffman code, where either the codewords in the form of trees or the
frequencies must be stored with the vocabulary. The coding technique is instantaneously decodable and supports the prefix
property; no codeword is a proper prefix for any other code.
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Table 1
Code Assignment in semi-structured documents.
Lower& upper limits Word rank (r) Code assignment #bits (b) #Words Level (l) Prob (p)
lb: 0 0 01 2 2 1 p0
ub: 20 1 10 p1
lb: 21 + (0) 2 0001 2× 2 22 2 p2
3 0010 p3
4 1101 p4
ub: 22 + (20) 5 1110 p5
lb: 22 + (21 + 0) 6 000001 p6
7 000010 p7
8 001101 2× 3 23 3 p8
9 001110 p9
10 110001 p10
11 110010 p11
12 111101 p12
ub:23 + (22 + 20) 13 111110 p13
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
lb:2l−1 + (2l−2 · · · + 0) except20 Σ lb
· · · ·
· · · ·
· · · ·
· · · ·
N − 2 · · · 2× l 2l l
· · ·
ub: 2l + (2l−1 · · · + 20) except21 Σu = N − 1 pN−1
3. Statistical dynamic codes
Statistical dynamic compression techniques are one-pass. Statistics are collected as the text is read, and consequently,
the model is updated as compression progresses. They do not transmit the model, as the receiver can figure out the model
by itself from the received codes.
3.1. Modified LZW
A modified LZW coding algorithm was presented in [26]. The main idea behind the algorithm is to keep the data in the
compressed state as long as possible and to decompress only the minimal part for each update. The algorithm works by
creating blocks of input text when it parses text for compression. The algorithm creates an index table of blocks while
compressing the text. Each update and modification requires processing of the index table and decompression of the
corresponding block only. The main achievement of MLZW is that it is well suited for dynamic documents, the size of which
keeps on increasing. The compression method allows update and modification of documents with minimum overhead.
Further, the method allows data to be appended to the already compressed text with minimum decompression of the
already compressed text. The update of these documents requires decompression of only the block containing the data
to be updated.
4. Overview of method
In the case of WBTC, the CodeVector consisting of codewords for all the words in the vocabulary ordered by frequency
is used for encoding/decoding both. In this paper, we develop a dynamic version of WBTC where CodeVector is generated
dynamically while reading the input text. This new version is named as Dynamic WBTC.
We first explain with a simple example to encode/decode the message at the sender/receiver end.
4.1. Sender end
The following tables are initialized at the sender end before the transmission of message occurs.
Vocabulary table: When no words has yet been read, a special symbol New-Symbol is kept in the vocabulary (it is kept at
position 1).
Frequency table: Initially frequency table is empty as no word has been read so far.
CodeVector table: Initially it contains codes 01 and 10 at positions 1 and 2 respectively. Code 01 is the code of New-Symbol.
Whenever New-Symbol is moved downward at index i, it get the code corresponding to CodeVector[i].
When a wordwi is read, there are two cases:
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Fig. 1. Encoding process of message ‘‘An Apple Apple is tasty tasty’’.
• First, the word is not present in the vocabulary table. Then following steps are done in order:
1. Send the code of New-Symbol. Then, send the plain form of wordw followed by a terminator ‘#’.
2. Replace New-Symbol by w. The New-Symbol is shifted to next index, say in (i+ 1)th position in the vocabulary table.
The code corresponding to index (i+ 1) in CodeVector is now assigned to New-Symbol.
• Second, wordw is present in the vocabulary table with frequency f . Then, following steps are done in order:
1. First, send the present code ofw from CodeVector.
2. Second, exchange the wordw with the top most word having frequency f in the frequency table. Now, increment the
frequency f ofw by 1. This may change the codes of words of the vocabulary table.
When the initial codes of CodeVector are exhausted, the new block of codes are generated. Fig. 1 shows the encoding process
at the sender end for Dynamic WBTC.
At first (step 0), when no word has yet been read, a New-Symbol is kept in the vocabulary (it is kept at position 1).
In step 1, first word ‘‘An’’ is read. Since it is not in the vocabulary, 01 (the codeword of New-Symbol from CodeVector[1])
is sent. It is followed by ‘‘An’’ in plain form (bytes ‘A’, ‘n’ and a terminator ‘#’). Then ‘‘An’’ is added to the vocabulary table
with frequency 1, at position 1 shifting the New-Symbol to position 2.
Next the word ‘‘Apple’’ is read (step 2) which is not yet in the vocabulary, so 10 (the codeword of New-Symbol from
CodeVector[2]) is sent. It is followed by ‘‘Apple’’ in plain form (bytes ‘A’, ‘p’ ‘p’, ‘l’, ‘e’) and ‘#’. Then ‘‘Apple’’ is added to the
vocabulary table with frequency 1, at position 2 shifting the New-Symbol to position 3.
In step 3, a word ‘‘Apple’’ is read. Since it is already in the vocabulary at position 2, only the codeword 10 is sent. Then
frequency of ‘‘Apple’’ is increased by 1. Now, ‘‘Apple’’ becomes more frequent (with frequency 2) than ‘‘An’’, so it moves
upwards in the ordered vocabulary. The new position of ‘‘Apple’’ and ‘‘An’’ are now at index 1 and 2 in the vocabulary table.
Simultaneously the frequency table is also updated. Frequency[1] and frequency[2] contains values 2 and 1 respectively.
Now the present code of ‘‘Apple’’ has changed from 10 to 01. It is to be noted that next occurrence of ‘‘Apple’’ would be
transmitted as 01 instead of 10.
In step 4, nextword ‘‘is’’ is read. Since it is not in the vocabulary, 0001 (the codeword of New-Symbol fromCodeVector[3])
is sent followed by ‘‘is’’ in plain form (bytes ‘i’, ‘s’) and ‘#’. Then ‘‘is’’ is added to the vocabulary table with frequency 1, at
position 3 shifting down the New-Symbol to position 4.
In step 5, next word ‘‘tasty’’ is read. Since it is not in the vocabulary, 0010 (the codeword of New-Symbol from
CodeVector[4]) is sent followed by ‘‘tasty’’ in plain form (bytes ‘t’, ‘a’, ‘s’, ‘t’, ‘y’) with terminator ‘#’. Then ‘‘tasty’’ is added to
the vocabulary table with frequency 1, at position 4 shifting down the New-Symbol to position 5.
In step 6, next word ‘‘tasty’’ is read. Since it is in the vocabulary having frequency 1 at position 4, only the codeword
0010 is sent. Now the ‘‘tasty’’ is exchanged with the top most word ‘‘An’’ with frequency 1. Then increment the frequency
of ‘‘tasty’’ by 1. Now ‘‘tasty’’ is at position 2 and ‘‘An’’ is at position 4 in the vocabulary table. Frequency[2] and frequency[4]
contain values 2 and 1 respectively.
The resulting compressed text is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 2. Decoding process of message ‘‘01An#10Apple#100001is#0010tasty#0010 ’’.
4.2. Receiver end
The following tables are also initialized at the receiver end before decoding the coded message.
Vocabulary table: A New-Symbol is kept in the vocabulary (it is kept at position 1).
Frequency table: Initially frequency table is empty.
CodeVector table: Initially it contains codes 01 and 10 at positions 1 and 2 respectively. Code 01 is the code of New-Symbol.
The receiver reads two bits at a time till it gets 01 or 10 at the end. If the code ends with 01 or 10 (i.e. end of present
codeword). Then the receiver does the following things in order:
It checks in the vocabulary table whether the present code is a code of New-Symbol.
• If it is the code ofNew-Symbol, then the receiver reads bytes one by one till the terminator ‘#’ is read. The ‘#’ indicates that
the receiver has to stop reading further bytes. The accumulation of bytes form a wordw. The receiver outputs this word
w. This word w is also added to the vocabulary table in place of New-Symbol with frequency 1 shifting the New-Symbol
downward by 1 place. When the initial codes of CodeVector are exhausted, the new block of codes are generated.
• If not (present codeword is a code of an existingwordwith frequency f in vocabulary), then the receiver outputs theword
w corresponding to the present code. Exchange the wordw with the top most word having frequency f in the frequency
table. Now, increment the frequency f ofw by 1. This may change the codes of words in the vocabulary table.
Fig. 2 shows the decoding process at the receiver end by Dynamic WBTC for the compressed text shown in Fig. 1.
At first (step 0), when no code has yet been read, a New-Symbol is kept in the vocabulary (it is kept at position 1).
In step 1, the receiver reads two bits (01). Here 01 corresponds to New-Symbol; then it reads ‘A’ and ‘n’ until it gets ‘#’.
The word ‘‘An’’ is the output and is added to the vocabulary table at index 1 with frequency 1 by shifting the New-Symbol
to index 2.
In step 2, the next two bits are 10. Now 10 corresponds to New-Symbol again. So it reads ‘A’, ‘p’, ‘p’, ‘l’, ‘e’ until it gets ‘#’,
and outputs the word ‘‘Apple’’. Then ‘‘Apple’’ is added to the vocabulary table with frequency 1 at position 2, shifting the
New-Symbol to position 3.
In the next step (step 3), the two bits are 10. Since 10 does not correspond to New-Symbol, the receiver outputs the word
(‘‘Apple’’) whose code is 10 having frequency 1. The word ‘‘Apple’’ is the output. Then exchange ‘‘Apple’’ with the top most
word ‘‘An’’ having frequency 1 in the frequency table. Now increment the frequency of ‘‘Apple’’ by 1 in the frequency table.
In step 4, the receiver continues to read two bits until it gets 01 or 10. Here 0001 corresponds to New-Symbol, so it reads
‘i’ and ‘s’ followed by ‘#’. The word ‘‘is’’ is the output and is added to the vocabulary table at index 3 with frequency 1. The
New-Symbol is shifted to index 4.
In step 5, the receiver reads 0010. Again it is the code of New-Symbol. Then the receiver reads ‘t’, ‘a’, ‘s’, ‘t’, ‘y’ followed
by ‘#’. The word ‘‘tasty’’ is the output and is added to the vocabulary table at index 4 with frequency 1. The New-Symbol is
shifted to index 5.
In step 6, the receiver reads 0010. At this time, code 0010 does not correspond to New-Symbol. So, the receiver output
the word ‘‘tasty’’ (as its code is 0010). This results in exchange of ‘‘tasty’’ with the top most word ‘‘An’’ having frequency 1
in the frequency table. Now increment the frequency of ‘‘tasty’’ by 1 in frequency table.
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Fig. 3. Transmission of words C, C, D and D having transmitted BABAA earlier.
The resulting output text is shown in Fig. 2.
In the vocabulary, frequency and code table, the following tasks are to be performed efficiently.
1. Efficient searching of a word in the vocabulary table.
2. Maintain sorted vocabulary. This task can be carried out in two steps:
• Locate block of words having the same frequency, say f in the frequency table and also to find the first word in this
block, say upperf .• Interchanging a word w with upperf in the vocabulary and incrementing the frequency of w by 1 in the frequency
table.
5. Description of data structures
The sender maintains a hash table that allows fast searching for a source word w. The hash table is also used to obtain
the position (or rank) r in the vocabulary as well as its current frequency f (which is used to quickly find the position of the
word upperf ).
The data structures used by the sender and the receiver are shown next.
5.1. Data structures for sender/receiver
The four main data structures used by the sender/receiver are:
•Hash table: A hash table A consists of 3 rows andM columnswhereM = nextPrimeOf(2N). The first row of A represents
word_list. The second row of A denotes VocPos and third row denotes freq_list. The columns of tables represent different
hash values. At any instant, for a word w with hash value j, A1j contains the word itself. The element A2j contains position
(or rank) of a wordw in the vocabulary list. The element A3j contains frequency of wordw.
• HTPos: In the HTpos array, each index represents position of word in the vocabulary list. The HTpos[j] represents the hash
value of the wordw kept at jth position in the VocPos array.
• upper: Array upper consists of the maximum frequency of any word, say P . Each index denotes a frequency value
implicitly. upper[i] represents the position of first element in the vocabulary with frequency i.
• code_list: A code list array of size M contains code of words. The index i of code_list array represents the position of a
word in the VocPos array. code_list[i] represents code of the word kept in the ith position in the VocPos array.
When the sender readswordwi, it uses the hash function to obtain its position p in the hash table, so that fhash(wi) = p and
therefore word_list[p] = wi. After reading f = freq_list[p], it increments freq_list[p]. The position of wi in the vocabulary
array is computed as i = VocPos[p]. The codeword Ci can be computed and sent to the compressed file (or decoder). Now,
word wi is promoted to the next block. To do this, sender’s algorithm finds the top element of its block j = upper[f ] and
the corresponding position h of the word in the hash table h = HTpos[j]. Now, it is necessary to swap words i and j in
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Fig. 4. Reception of 0001, 0001, 0010D# and 0010 having previously received 01B#10A#0110100001C#.
the array HTpos. The swapping requires exchanging HTpos[j] = h with HTpos[i] = p, setting VocPos[p] = j and setting
VocPos[h] = i. Once the swapping is done, we promote j to the next block by setting upper[f ] = j+ 1.
Ifwi turns out to be a newword, we set word_list[p] = wi, freq_list[p] = 0, and VocPos[p] = New-Symbol. Then exactly
the above procedure is followed with f = 0 and i = New-Symbol. Finally New-Symbol is also increased.
Fig. 3 explains the working of a sender and how its data structures are used.
The receiverworks similarly to the sender, but it is even simpler. Given a codeword Ci, the receiver decodes it by obtaining
the position i such as decode(code_list[i]) = i and word_list[i] contains the word wi that corresponds to Ci. Therefore
word_list[i] can be the output. Next the receiver sets f = freq_list[i] and then increases freq_list[i]. In order to promote w
in the vocabulary, j = upper[f ] is located. In the next stepword_list[i] andword_list[j], as well as freq_list[i] and freq_list[j],
are swapped. Finally j is promoted to the group of frequency f + 1 by setting upper[f ] = j+ 1.
If i = New-Symbol then a new word w is being transmitted in a plain form. We set word_list[i] = w, freq_list[i] = 0,
and again the previous process is performed with f = 0 and i = New-Symbol. Finally New-Symbol is also increased.
Fig. 4 explains the working of a receiver.
The pseudocode for the sender/receiver is given in Figs. 5 and 6.
6. Empirical results
In this paper, several small to large text collections are used for experiments. For small text collections, we used Calgary
corpus [30], and Canterbury corpus [31]. Some large text collections are also used: LargeCanterbury corpus [31], and
ETEXT corpus [32]. The ETEXT corpus consists of several text files categorized as Authors, Fiction, Modern, Non-Fiction
and References. Finally, ALL collection includes all the text files from small to large text collections. The corpora is used to
test the compression ratio of one- and two-pass versions of Word-Based Code (WBTC). We also compare compression and
decompression time for both the semi-static and the dynamic versions of WBTC.
6.1. Semi-static versus dynamic approach
Table 2 compares the compression ratio of two-pass WBTC versus one-pass Dynamic WBTC technique. The first column
shows the corpora onwhich the experiments are carried out. The second column shows the size of the corpora used. Columns
three and four represent the compression ratio ofWBTC and DyWBTC. The fifth column represents the diff of columns three
and four (in percentage).
From the experimental results, it can also be seen that the cost of dynamism in terms of compression ratio is negligible.
The dynamic versions lose very little in compression (around 5%) compared to their semi-static versions.
The dynamic versions lose very little in compression (maximum 5% points) compared to their semi-static version. This
shows that the price paid by dynamism in terms of compression ratio is negligible. The problem in the semi-static technique
is to perform two passes over the source text, and therefore encoding cannot start before the whole first pass has been
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Fig. 5. Pseudocode for dynamic WBTC sender process.
Table 2
Compression ratios of dynamic versus semi-static techniques.
Corpus Size (bytes) WBTSC DyWBTSC diff
Canterbury 1228800 36.4 37.241 2.258
Calgary 1687552 35.3 36.832 4.159
Large 6537216 28.7 29.864 3.898
Modern 8208384 33.52 34.36 2.445
References 35475651 27.73 28.587 2.998
Non-fiction 54363270 35.21 36.707 4.078
Authors 76136448 35.04 36.917 5.084
Fiction 118947840 34.23 35.282 2.982
ALL 302256409 32.47 33.219 2.255
completed. For this reason, the semi-static technique is not applied to compress text streams. However, the adaptive or
dynamic model does not have this limitation. The dynamic WBTC can be used for real-time transmission where the semi-
static version is not suited at all.
In Table 3, we show the influence of dynamism in WBTC in terms of compression and decompression speed. Columns
three and four give the compression time and columns six and seven give the decompression time for WBTC and Dynamic
WBTC respectively (in seconds). The fifth and the eighth column show the increment/decrement of the compression time
(in percentage) obtained by the semi-static code with respect to the Dynamic WBTC.
In all the corpora used, the compression speed obtained by the Dynamic WBTC is much better (at least 17%) than that
of the two-pass approach. In decompression speed, the semi-static WBTC clearly overcomes the results obtained by the
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Fig. 6. Pseudocode for dynamic WBTC receiver process.
Table 3
Comparison in time of WBTC and dynamic WBTC.
Corpus Size (bytes) Compression time (s) Decompression time (s)
WBTC DyWBTC diff WBTC DyWBTC diff
Canterbury 1228800 0.293 0.163 44.369 0.501 0.813 38.37
Calgary 1687552 0.63 0.482 23.492 0.102 0.316 42.04
Large 6537216 0.913 0.693 24.096 0.376 0.692 36.48
Modern 8208384 1.04 0.853 17.981 0.264 0.413 37.04
References 35475651 5.935 3.836 35.366 1.054 2.614 44.93
Non-fiction 54363270 15.37 10.792 29.785 2.174 2.926 44.62
Authors 76136448 9.753 7.571 22.373 2.421 4.625 47.65
Fiction 118947840 12.84 9.168 28.598 3.012 7.835 48.38
ALL 302256409 32.853 25.173 23.377 8.793 17.031 48.36
dynamic technique. Indeed, it reduces the time needed in decompression by the Dynamic WBTC to more than 36%. As
already pointed out, the semi-static model cannot be used for real-time transmission where the text stream is encoded
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Table 4
Compression ratios of dynamic WBTC and MLZW.
Corpus Size MLZW dyWBTSC diff
Canterbury 1228800 45.66 37.24 18.43
Calgary 1687552 48.69 36.83 24.36
Large 6537216 55.86 29.86 46.55
Modern 8208384 49.36 34.36 30.39
References 35475651 38.59 28.59 25.92
Non-fiction 54363270 43.71 36.71 16.02
Authors 76136448 43.92 36.92 15.94
Fiction 118947840 43.28 35.28 18.48
ALL 302256409 52.22 33.22 36.39
Table 5
Comparison in time of MLZW and dynamic WBTC.
Corpus Size (bytes) Compression time (s) Decompression time (s)
MLZW dyWBTC diff mlzw DyWBTC diff
Canterbury 1228800 0.27 0.163 39.630 1.06 0.81 23.30
Calgary 1687552 0.61 0.182 70.164 1.61 0.32 80.37
Large 6537216 3.97 0.693 82.544 1.96 0.69 64.69
Modern 8208384 6.02 0.853 85.831 2.04 0.41 79.75
References 35475651 12.16 3.836 68.454 4.15 2.61 37.01
Non-fiction 54363270 39.12 10.792 72.413 6.9 2.93 57.59
Authors 76136448 25.14 7.571 69.885 9.26 4.63 50.05
Fiction 118947840 40.89 9.168 77.579 12.81 7.84 38.84
ALL 302256409 63.89 25.173 60.599 26.08 17.03 34.70
and decoded simultaneously. For this reason, compression speed is a major factor which is higher in the case of dynamic
WBTC as compared to the semi-static version.
6.2. Dynamic WBTC versus MLZW
Table 4 compares the compression ratio of Dynamic WBTC and MLZW (dynamic) compressors. The first column shows
the corpora on which the experiments are carried out. The second column shows the size of corpora used. Columns three
and four represent the compression ratio of WBTC and MLZW. The fifth column represents the diff of columns three and
four (in percentage).
Compression and decompression time for both Dynamic WBTC and MLZW are compared in Table 5. Columns three and
four give the compression time and columns six and seven give the decompression time for DyWBTC andMLZW respectively
(in seconds). The fifth and the eighth column show the increment/decrement of the compression time (in percentage)
obtained by theMLZWwith respect to theDynamicWBTC. The fifth and the eighth column, labeled diff, show (in percentage)
the advantage in time of Dynamic WBTC with respect to MLZW. In compression, Dynamic WBTC is 39%–85% faster than
MLZW. If we consider decompression, the simpler decompression mechanism of DynamicWBTCmakes it much faster than
MLZW. As a result, an improvement of about 23%–80% is achieved.
6.3. Comparison with classical compressors
We also compare Dynamic WBTC with well compressors like: gzip [6], bzip2 [33], byte pair encoding (bpe) [34,35],
arithmetic encoding (arith) [36] and prediction by partial matching technique (ppmd) [37,38,36]. We used standard options
and also the maximum compression option (-9) whenever possible, except for bzip2 where the maximum compression is
the default. In this case, we also tried minimum compression option (-f).
Compression ratios for each collection are shown in Table 6. The first column shows the corpora onwhich the experiments
are carried out. The second column shows the size of corpora used. Columns 3–9 represent the compression ratio of
classical compressors. The tenth column represents the compression ratio of the proposed DyWBTC. The compression ratio
of DyWBTC is better than bpe and arith and nearly same for gzip. However, compression ratio of DyWBTC is slightly larger
than bzip2 and ppmd.
Compression times for classical compressors and DyWBTC are compared in Table 7. Columns 3–9 give the compression
time of classical compressors and column ten gives the compression time of DyWBTC (in seconds). The compression time
of gzip is better than other compressors except ours DyWBTC. The bzip2 compression method uses the Burrows–Wheeler
block sorting text compression algorithm followed by Huffman coding. This increases its time w.r.t. to gzip and arith. The
bpe compression time is worst for natural language texts. The ppmd compressors are slowest in compression and decom-
pression. The Table 7 shows that our DyWBTC outperformswith respect to other classical compressors. Decompression time
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Table 6
Comparison of compression ratios of dynamic WBTC with classical compressors.
Corpus Size (bytes) gz-9 gz-f bz-f bz-9 BPE arith ppmd DyWBTC
Canterbury 1228800 34.2 34 31.93 29.3 52.98 58.45 26.88 37.241
Calgary 1687552 31.3 33 32.85 28.8 54.9 58.97 26.5 36.83
Large 6537216 29.1 30 25.73 20.7 49.5 58.63 19.63 29.86
Modern 8208384 32.6 33 30.93 26.9 51.6 61.45 26.75 34.36
References 35475651 33.2 34 34.06 31.8 51.7 64.93 28.13 28.58
Non-fiction 54363270 34.8 36 30.07 26 51.3 55.73 25.38 36.70
Authors 76136448 33.7 34 31.79 27 52.1 58.59 27.13 36.91
Fiction 118947840 34.8 36 31.52 27 54.4 56.33 26.88 35.28
ALL 302256409 29.8 30 31.44 26.8 51.8 58.36 26.75 33.22
Average 32.6 33 31.15 27.1 52.25 59.05 26 34.33
Table 7
Comparison of compression time of dynamic WBTC with classical compressors.
Corpus Size (bytes) gz-9 gz-f bz-f bz-9 BPE arith ppmd DyWBTC
Canterbury 1228800 0.322 0.235 0.34 0.471 2.79 0.32 0.50 0.16
Calgary 1687552 0.377 0.277 0.48 0.656 3.75 0.42 0.681 0.48
Large 6537216 1.79 1.048 1.85 2.78 13.26 1.78 1.77 0.69
Modern 8208384 2.33 1.41 2.37 3.26 17.82 2.25 4.58 0.85
References 35475651 10.68 6.59 10.34 14.8 71.21 12.13 19.93 3.84
Non-fiction 54363270 15.37 10.47 15.98 23.06 126.02 20.4 29.97 10.79
Authors 76136448 21.6 15.16 22.37 32.7 186.87 30.45 45.25 7.57
Fiction 118947840 33.9 23.48 34.78 49.88 251.81 40.6 70.78 9.17
ALL 302256409 85.56 58.41 88.65 130.21 712.06 115.41 175.90 25.17
Average 19.1 13 19.68 28.64 153.95 24.86 38.82 6.52
Table 8
Comparison of decompression time of dynamic WBTC with classical compressors.
Corpus Size (bytes) gz-9 gz-f bz-f bz-9 BPE arith ppmd DyWBTC
Canterbury 1228800 0.024 0.021 0.16 0.207 0.076 0.34 0.5 0.81
Calgary 1687552 0.032 0.036 0.16 0.312 0.11 0.48 0.69 0.32
Large 6537216 0.109 0.126 0.58 1.146 0.41 1.91 4.08 0.69
Modern 8208384 0.157 0.141 0.89 1.44 0.508 2.42 5.1 0.41
References 35475651 0.634 0.78 3.66 6.53 2.19 10.86 22.06 2.61
Non-fiction 54363270 1.02 1.17 5.36 10.24 3.4 15.7 32.95 2.93
Authors 76136448 1.8 1.77 7.82 15.055 5.2 22.17 49.9 4.63
Fiction 118947840 2.75 2.71 12.43 23.51 7.905 34.52 77.28 7.84
ALL 302256409 6.85 6.78 31.03 58.97 20.25 88.92 192.29 17.03
Average 1.48 1.5 6.88 13.02 4.44 19.66 42.71 4.14
for classical compressors and DyWBTC are compared in Table 8. Columns 3–9 give the decompression time of classical com-
pressors and column ten gives the decompression time of DyWBTC (in seconds). The decompression time of gzip is better
than other compressors. Our DyWBTC decompression time is better than all others except gzip.
6.4. Memory usage
Fig. 7 shows the overall values for memory usage in relation to the compression ratio. The memory usage is around
few Mb (around 1 Mb) for small text collection. For large texts like; References, Non-Fiction, Fiction and ALL corpus, the
memory usage increases rapidly. This emphasizes us to use the proposed method for real-time transmission of small
messages, such as talk/chat. The proposedmethod can also be relevant to transmission ofWeb pages, so that the exchange of
(relatively small) pages between a server and a client enables adaptive compression by installing a browser plug-in to handle
decompression. Thismight be also interesting forwireless communicationwith hand-held deviceswith little bandwidth and
processing power.
6.5. Discussion
As we have shown in Section 4 that currently DyWBTC is a prototype and is designed in view that classical and semi-
structured compressors perform compression and decompression independently. Another thing with the implementation
of DyWBTC is to first study its behavior on natural language texts. The compression time of DyWBTC is less as compared
to other compressors. On decompression, it is slower than gzip only. The proposed method is well effective when both the
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Fig. 7. Comparison between memory usage (kb) and compression ratios for all text corpus of the proposed method.
sender and receiver processes simultaneously perform compression and decompression. This can be observed from the fact
that compression time is very less for DyWBTC as compared to other compressors. The application areas where DyWBTC is
well suited are real-time transmission of shortmessages, talk/chat serviceswhere the sender and receiver processes execute
concurrently. In the future, we are trying to develop DyWBTC that supports concurrent execution of the sender and receiver
processes.
7. Conclusions
The aim of designing dynamic version ofWBTC is tomake it suitable for real-time transmission. The problem in the semi-
static technique is to perform two passes over the source text, and therefore encoding cannot start before the whole first
pass has been completed. For this reason, the semi-static technique is not applied to compress text streams. The dynamic
WBTC can be used for real-time transmission where the semi-static version is not suited at all. The proposed method can
also be relevant to transmission ofWeb pages, so that the exchange of (relatively small) pages between a server and a client
enables adaptive compression by installing a browser plug-in to handle decompression. This might be also interesting for
wireless communication with hand-held devices with little bandwidth and processing power.
Comparing Dynamic WBTC with the semi-static version, the compression ratio is only 5% larger than with semi-static
WBTC and 15%–46% smaller than MLZW. In compression speed, Dynamic WBTC is faster (more than 17%) than its semi-
static version, but it is slower in decompression (around 36%–48%). The resulting dynamic version is much simpler than
the Modified LZW. This is because extra cost of maintaining an index structure is completely removed. As a result, Dynamic
WBTC is 39%–85% faster than MLZW in compression, compressing typically 5 Mbytes/s. In decompression, Dynamic WBTC
is about 23%–80% faster than MLZW. Comparing DyWBTC with classical compressors, ours DyWBTC outperforms in com-
pression time. However, it is slightly slower than gzip only in decompression. This new code (Dynamic WBTC) is suitable
for compressing text streams by utilizing low bandwidth.
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